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11,300 Laptops Left In TaxiCabs!

According to a recent survey over 11,300 laptops were left in taxi cabs over the last six months
of 2004.

(PRWEB) February 23, 2005 -- Lost and stolen laptops are becoming a huge problem for business America.
According to the FBI, laptop theft is the second most prevalent computer crime, with less than 2 percent of
stolen laptops recovered. Over 2 million laptops are expected to be reported stolen in 2005.

SecureTrieve.com, a company that specializes in lost or stolen laptops, is expanding around the world with an
innovative, patent pending, laptop protection program that addresses more than just the lost or stolen computer.
SecureTrieve COO Rob Edenzon explains, "a lost or stolen laptop can be replaced, but the data is unique and
often times confidential. Our system is similar to the LoJack(TM)recovery system for cars but it goes much
further. SecureTrieve can find your laptop once it is lost or stolen. It will also hide and protect your sensitive
files, and it can recover the files from your laptop remotely. SecureTrive is a very inexpensive way to protect
against a catastrophic loss or theft."

SecureTrieve Pro, the CompanyÂ�s most advanced solution, offers the following benefits:
- Retrieves critical files Â� SecureTrieve automatically recovers critical files and folders from a lost or stolen
laptop. This eliminates loss of productivity from downtime and ensures that business operations can continue to
operate smoothly without any interruption.
- Keeps information confidential - sensitive information on the laptop is kept private and confidential.
SecureTrieve Pro hides files so a thief wonÂ�t even know that they exist. As an added degree of security,
SecureTrieve Pro also encrypts those files.
- Locate and recover a missing laptop - SecureTrieve Pro works invisibly to continually monitor and track the
laptopÂ�s location. In the event of a theft or loss, the laptop owner simply notifies SecureTrieve. SecureTrieve
will then trace the computer and provide local law enforcement with the information they need to quickly
recover it.

With headquarters in Los Angeles, California, and offices internationally, SecureTrieve serves businesses,
professionals, and consumers around the world. For more information go to: www.securetrieve.com.
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Contact Information
John Culton
FILMSTEW.COM
http://securetrieve.com
951 658 7211

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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